
As the 18th Century English poet Samuel Johnson, once said, 
“Claret is the liquor for boys; port for men; but he who aspires 
to be a hero must drink brandy”. Alas, these modern-day 
heroes are few-and-far between as brandy has become the 
somewhat neglected bottle high up on the back bar. Neglect 
it no more, says  Stuart Reeves  – bars manager at the Park 
Hyatt Sydney – who implores you to embrace these wintry 
months ahead and take check of your offerings.

Brandy and CognaC

The aCCidenTal    
   hero

For most of us, answering the 

customer’s call for a brandy will 

see us invariably reach for the 

Cognac bottle, almost without a thought. 

Yet, while Cognac is by sales still the 

leader, so many of our bars stock a wide 

range of other brandies that perhaps 

never get the attevntion they deserve - 

Armagnacs, Calvados, Grappas, Marcs, 

Eaux de vie, Spanish and American 

brandies, Piscos, and more. 

Dividing them into three succinct 

categories - grape brandy, pomace brandy 

and fruit brandy – perhaps narrows the 

segment. Whilst some are suited for mixing, 

others are a pleasure to enjoy neat, and it is 

perhaps prudent to be reminded of this as 

we creep towards the colder months and our 

heating bills adopt an upward trend.

AccidentAl discovery 
The term brandy comes from the Dutch 

word ‘brandewijn’, meaning burnt wine, and 

goes to describe the burning or boiling of 

the wine as an act of distilling it. The early 

Dutch traders who originally introduced it 

to Northern Europe distilled their cargos 

of wine in order to preserve the contents 

over the long trips by sea and to save on 

shipment costs (taxes at that time were based 

on volume not alcohol by volume (abv)). 

The intention was to rehydrate the 

distilled wines at the other end and replace 

the water that had been lost. What they 

realised, though, was in fact the now aged 

product was by far an improvement on the 

original distilled spirit that had been placed in 

the wooden casks, thus the source of brandy 

had been found, albeit by serious accident.
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Brandy and CognaC

Regal Rose
glass: Martini 
Ingredients:
•  20ml Bertrand Framboise sauvage 

(wild raspberry)
•  1/2 barspoon rosewater
•  sugar cube doused in  

Peychaud’s Bitters
•  top with Pizzini il soffio 

sangiovese
Method: Build sugar cube, rosewater 
and Bertrand Framboise sauvage in 
chilled Martini glass. top with Pizzini 
il soffio sangiovese.
garnish: red rose Petal (preferably 
camp david variety)
By Stuart Reeves – harbourbar,  
Park Hyatt Sydney

Unsurprisingly, brandy production 

tends to parallel good wine 

production around the world - almost 

any country that boasts a viticulture 

pedigree will produce some quality 

brandies, and they don’t always have 

to be of the grape kind. 

France is an obvious example, but 

Australian brandy production is also 

a growing market. Some Australian 

brandies like Hardys Black Bottle, 

McWilliams Show Reserve and St 

Agnes 30 yo are produced in the 

traditional Cognac style of the likes 

of Remy Martin and Hennessey.

 The Angoves family in South 

Australia, for instance, has been 

making wine since 1886, adding 

brandy production in 1925. 

They now produce several 

varieties of St Agnes brandy 

including Three Star, VSOP 

5 yo and XO 7 Star, in 

addition to their wine range.

Brandies are an 

agricultural spirit, similar to 

rum and tequila, that rely 

heavily on the changing of 

the seasons. Brandies require 

their fruit to ripen at precisely 

the right time and depend on a 

successful production process of 

the wine to manufacture their spirit.

GrAPe BrAndy
CognaC
Still the king of French brandies, 

certainly, but to most consumers 

Cognac is still heavily misunderstood. 

Cognac really found its popularity 

more by luck than anything else. 

Being located on the banks of the 

Charente River, 120km north of 

Bordeaux, meant that Cognac’s 

proximity to European salt traders 

utilising the river was its fortune. 

The Cognac region is divided into 

six zones: Grande Champagne, Petite 

Champagne, Borderies, Fins Bois, Bon 

Bois and Bois Ordinaire. The first two 

of these produces what is considered 

to be the best Cognac. The main grapes 

used are Ugni Blanc (95 per cent), with 

Colombard and Folle Blanche making 

up the rest. 

Cognac sees a double distillation 

in pot stills and ageing in either 

Limousin or Troncais oak. General 

age classifications are defined by VS – 

more than 2yo, VSOP – more than 4yo 

and XO or Napoleon – at least 6yo. 

Most of the large Cognac houses 

age far beyond these parameters, 

but these is the base rules set by the 

Cognac production regulatory body, 

the Bureau National Interprofessionnel 

du Cognac (BNIC).

These classifications have really 

come about as a result of Cognac’s 

commercial success and the need to 

maintain consistent blends, contrary 

to Armagnac which has a catalogue 

of vintages. 

Well known houses such as 

Hennessy, Remy Martin, Courvoisier, 

Martell, Camus and Frapin are the 

brands our bars (and their customers) 

have become familiar with. Remy 

Martin VSOP is the benchmark for all 

VSOP Cognacs today, and they supply 

the global market with 80 per cent of the 

Grande and Petite Champagne Cognac.

aRMagnaC
The other great French brandy that 

actually predates its big brother Cognac 

by some 200 years, Armagnac perhaps 

never saw the same attention that 

Cognac received due to its distance from 

the action surrounding the Charente 

River. But amongst connoisseurs it is 

considered the ‘real French brandy’.

Located in the south western corner 

of France, in the province of Gascony, 

the Armagnac region has been (by 

no fault of its own) landlocked. 

Incidentally, Gascony is also known 

for two other gastronomic offerings – 

foie gras and truffles.

Armagnac is made using the same 

grapes as Cognac but with the addition 

of Baco 22A, a grape variety that was 

almost due to be banned next year 

due to its hybrid status but has been 

given a reprieve.  

Baco 22A makes up almost half  

of all plantings in the Armagnac 

region, particularly thriving in the 

soils of the Bas Armagnac sub region, 

which is responsible for 65 per cent of 

total Armagnac production. 

Armagnac usually only sees a 

single distillation and at a lower 

temperature, therefore the resulting 

product sees much more flavours 

of the fruit and is often a far more 

fiery spirit than Cognac. 

The Gascon oak in which most 

Armagnac is stored mellows the 

spirit by way of increased oxidation, 

and compared with Limousin or 

Troncais, Gascon oak is far more 

porous. The porous casks allow 

for increased levels of air to pass 

through the wood, this oxidation 

occurrence mellows the spirit. 

What Armagnac also has 

over many of the large Cognac 

houses is the availability of vintage 

releases, and these are perhaps 

more understandable to the average 

consumer as the VS, VSOP and other 

classifications can often bewilder the 

uninformed drinker. 

In the digestif market,  Armagnac 

has for a long time been the favourite 

over Cognac, especially in high-end 

restaurants, but  this is slowing changing 

and it is pleasing to see more brands 

competing for shelf space in cocktail 

bars, but there is still a fair way to go. 

Well-known brands available in 

Australia include Delord, Darozze and 

Castarede, the latter offers vintages as 

far back as the beginning of last century.

PoMAce BrAndy
gRappa
Hailing from Italy from where it is 

primarily produced (California in the US 

also produces pomace brandies often 

called Grappas), Grappa is a brandy 

derived essentially from the leftovers 

of the winemaking process and utilises 

the skins, seeds and stems following a 

pressing. Its origins lie in the northern 

region of Veneto in Italy, and until the 

1960s was largely a drink consumed 

only by the local farmers and workers. 

Grappa came about as a way of 

salvaging for commercial reasons any 

value from the winemaking process. 

The then frugal Italian winemakers 

often kept the best Grappas for 

the domestic market, leaving the 

remaining stock (said to be of a lower 

quality) to be exported. 

Production methods improved 

and since then the consumer outside 

of Italy has become interested again 

in Grappa and thus the distillate has 

blossomed into the global spirit it is 

today. Most Grappa sees no ageing, but 

now many artisanal brands do conduct 

some ageing in either glass or wood, 

which helps to mellow the often fiery 

characteristics of the distillate. 

Compared with both Armagnac 

and Cognac, Grappa is often the 

result of a single grape variety. The 

Nonino distillery was one of the first 

distilleries to release a single grape 

variety in the 1970s, with limited 

success initially, but since then have 

gone on to pioneer the practice. 

Grappa is aimed squarely at 

the digestif market, which mirrors 

the Italian traditions of drinking it 

following a meal, often accompanying 

espresso. Reputable brands are 

Nonino, Jacopo Poli and Nardini, 

with popular grape varieties including 

Chardonnay, Moscato and Sangiovese.
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MaRC
Marc is the French equivalent to Italy’s 

Grappa, the best of which can be found 

in Burgundy, in eastern France. The 

best examples of Marc are derived from 

either Chardonnay or Pinot Noir grapes, 

grapes with which this wine growing 

region are most famous for. 

Marc often sees far longer ageing, 

sometimes up to ten years in oak, 

which mellows the spirit and gives it 

much more depth of flavour.

Fruit BrAndy
eaux-de-VIe
Translating to ‘water of life’, Eaux-

de-Vie can broadly be classified 

as any brandy produced from fruit 

other than grapes. Eaux-de-Vie are 

usually always colourless and without 

additional sweetening, whereas 

Calvados, an apple Eaux-de-Vie does 

see sweetening with caramel. 

Eaux-de-Vie are the quintessential 

flavours of the fruit without any 

additives. They are often brandies put 

through two distillations, yet rarely 

see any ageing so as to preserve the 

fresh flavour of the fruit used and not 

be tarnished by any wood elements. 

They are commonly the result of 

wildly grown fruit, not commercially 

harvested, with some of the more 

common fruits used being framboise 

sauvage (wild raspberry), poire (pear), 

kirsch (cherry), myrtille (bilberry) and 

slivovitz (plum), pomme (apple) and 

there are countless more.

Eaux-de-Vie are primarily a product 

from Central and Eastern European 

countries, but increasingly some 

trials have been attempted as far as 

the United States, in California and 

Oregon. They are extremely expensive 

to produce as compared to some other 

brandies, notably Italy’s Grappa. 

Producers may require almost 

25kg of pears to make one litre of 

pear Eaux-de-Vie, and almost 45kg 

of raspberries to produce the same 

sized bottle of raspberry. Bertrand 

and Massenez are the most 

common labels you will  

find in Australia, with probably 

pear and cherry flavours being 

the most commonly used in 

cocktails and mixing, or drunk 

neat as a digestif.

CalVados
This apple brandy is a product of 

lower Normandy in France, one 

of the few regions that is known 

more for its cultivation of apples 

than grapes. Calvados is the end 

result of a distilled apple or pear 

dry cider and, depending on the 

respective appellation where it is 

produced, sees either a single or 

double distillation. 

Calvados must see at least two 

years ageing in oak to be sold as 

Calvados. Ageing classifications follow 

that of Cognac, but are more guidelines 

that have no actual legal standing. 

Victor Gontier and Venerable 

Groult are well-known labels on many 

Australian backbars, Venerable Groult 

a five-generation family distillery. 

MIxabIlIty
It seems possible to think that as a 

result of the recent revival of interest 

in classical mixology and cocktails 

that our interest has 

turned again towards 

darker spirits, and the 

realisation that it is 

actually good to be able 

to taste the qualities 

of the base spirit in a 

cocktail, rather than just 

other dominating fruits 

and juices. 

With the seemingly 

endless interest at the 

moment in rediscovery 

of the classics, brandy 

can surely only be onto 

a good thing, as it has 

been the base for many 

of our most revered classic 

recipes. Think of the 

Sazerac, possibly the world’s 

oldest cocktail, a New 

Orleans wonder that came 

out of some late night revelry 

at a pharmacy owned by one Antoine 

Peychaud in the early 1800s. Though it 

is made with rye more commonly these 

days, it was initially made with brandy. 

Mixing with Cognac is seen as the 

preferred choice for bartenders in these 

times, but it would be great to see 

more Armagnac cocktails popping up 

on lists. More often than not Armagnac 

is far cheaper to buy and generally 

you could argue you get more bang 

for your dollar. Trouble is it is tricky to 

work with. The stronger fruit flavours 

often dominate even a classic brandy 

substitution in, say, a Sidecar or 

Vieux Carre cocktail. 

Beyond our shores mixing with a 

VSOP is far more prevalent than with 

a VS, and obviously depending on 

your bar, your margins and  

your customers, VSOP and, dare 

I say it, XO, might be well out of 

reach. If so, bring back the theatre 

of the drinks trolley and you’ll  

see sales soar.  b&c

Rudolf’s RendezVous 
MaRtInI
glass: coupette
Ingredients:
•  30ml Bas Armagnac ’89 la courtoisie
•  30ml calvados ’96 domfrontais
•  15ml dom Benedictine
•  2 dashes Peach Bitters
•  truffle cream
Method: Add all ingredients to a Boston 
and stir. Float truffle cream on top.
garnish: Fresh raspberries on the side
By George Nemec - The Beresford, Sydney

pICnIC basket blazeR
glass: Brandy Balloon
Ingredients:
•  60ml calvados
•  10ml Grand Marnier
•  1 barspoon date syrup
•  3 dashes Fee Brothers rhubarb Bitters
Method: Place all ingredients except 
bitters into a brandy balloon and place 
in a rocks glass. 
Warm the outside with an open flame 
and ignite the contents, allowing 
to burn while turning the glass 
constantly. Put out the flame by 
placing a napkin over the glass then 
pour into a fresh Brandy Balloon.
garnish: 3 thin slices Fuji Apple
By Simon Keene – theclub, Sydney

st agnes 
MetRopolItan
glass: Martini
Ingredients:
• 60ml st Agnes Brandy
• 15ml Marko sweet vermouth
• 1 tsp White sugar
•  dash of Fee Brothers old 

Fashioned Bitters
Method: shake ingredients 
over ice in a Boston shaker and 
strain into a martini glass.
garnish: three skewered Grapes

CognaC
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